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The “policy cycle”



IA: Main Steps

7

Analysis of status quo

Identification of need for intervention

Analysis of alternative options

Consultation

Collection of information

Identification of preferred option

M&E indicators

Input to drafting



Impact Assessment in the EU

• 2002: communication on Impact assessment

• 2003: Inter-institutional agreement on better lawmaking

• 2005: Re-launch of the IA system (“growth and jobs”)

• 2007: Impact Assessment Board

• 2010: Communication on smart regulation

• 2012: European Parliament creates an IMPA Directorate

• 2012: REFIT strategy

• 2014: Commission Vice President for better regulation

• 2015: RSB + New Better regulation Package



Overall assessment

 Has IA improved EU policymaking?

 Mixed evidence on its usefulness and credibility
 Several difficulties in implementing the tool
 Need for analysis of the impact on legal systems
 Very short-lived document!
 More accountability for the quality of analysis and for

the selection of proposals
 Uncertainty on the methodology: CBA or what?
 Too much emphasis on costs, rather than benefits
 Difficulty to capture the full life of a legal rule



Closing the policy cycle

 Existing best practices
• Consultation, throughout the process
• Ex post evaluation before any new IA
• Fitness checks (REFIT programme)
• Cumulative cost assessments

 Missing bits
• Consultation on draft Ias
• Implementation and delegated acts?
• Transposition, implementation and enforcement

in Member States



New EU better regulation package

• Adopted on May 19, 2015

– New Better Regulation Guidelines + Toolkit

– Proposed new Inter-Institutional Agreement

– Regulatory Scrutiny Board

– REFIT stakeholder platform



Changes in the EC policy process
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New consultation channels

• “Lighten the load-Have Your Say”
– An “open channel” for anyone willing to provide views on aspects of EU

legislation that they find irritating, burdensome or worthy of
improvement

• REFIT stakeholder platform
– Chaired by the First Vice President, with the RSB Chair as Deputy.
– Will involve a group of 20 high level experts from business and civil

society stakeholders as well as all one representative for each of the 28
member states, all appointed through an “open and transparent
process”

– Bound to replace pre-existing groups such as the High Level Group on
Administrative Burdens, the Impact Assessment High-Level Advisory
Group and the Directors and Experts on Better regulation



Other important changes

• A more independent Regulatory Scrutiny Board
– 7 Members, full time, with 3 independent Members
– Also in charge of REFIT and ex post evaluations

• IA on Implementation and delegated acts
– Includes a 4 week consultation (when appropriate)

• A refined set of accompanying documents:
implementation plans and explanatory
memoranda
– Commission will publish ahead of time an “indicative online list

of any such acts in the pipeline” to allow stakeholders to plan in
advance their contributions



The inter-institutional puzzle

• Proposed new IIABR contains a renewed
commitment to keep the IA document “live”
– In general, the idea that EP and Council should carry out IA on

their own amendments remains
– The Commission declares its availability to assist the EP and the

Council in their IAs, by explaining its own analysis and even – in
duly defined cases – integrating its own IA

– The proposed IIABR also contemplates a new possibility for each
institution to call for the appointment of a panel of three experts
to assess the impact of amendments on the original EC proposal



The link with Member States

• According to the proposed IIABR:
– MS should offer a detailed motivation for decisions to

gold-plate, possibly through an IA
– Commission commits to draft implementation plans

that accompany proposals for major Directives.
– MS may be asked in cases of particular complexity to

submit additional explanatory documents on their
transposition strategy, in addition to the simple
notification of transposition

– The Commission may conduct a two-stage compliance
assessment, based on a formal transposition check and
more substantive conformity checks



Remaining doubts

• Too good to be true?

• No real attribution of responsibility to EP and
Council (current remedies are only proposals)

• Timid on Member States

• What about the methodology puzzle?

• What about self- and co-regulation?

• Coherence with medium-term goals?
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Programme

1. Introduction

2. Analytical Framework

3. Main Conclusions

4. Concluding Questions



1. Introduction
• Output vs. input

• Ex ante approach with a focus on
horizontal objectives

• Administrative analysis
– Central and decentral level



2. Analytical Framework
Criteria Operationalisation criteria EU National

1. Leadership Procedural power

Charisma

2. Procedures Transparency

Timing

Application on Policy Cycle

Information Exchange

3. Staff Capacity (Seniority)

Communication

4. Democratic Control Political Drivers

Interinstitutional
Table based on Jordan, A. & A. Schout (2006) The Coordination of the European Union: Exploring the Capacities for
Networked Governance, Oxford University Press: Oxford.



3. Main Conclusions
• Leadership

– NL: Dispersed ownership
– NL: Underdeveloped senior quality control mechanism

• Procedures
– NL: Lack of a central (digital) location of information

• Staff
– NL: No adequate senior level capacity (and late

involvement thereof)
• Democratic Control

– NL: Limited political push from a responsible minister
or Parliament.



3. Main Conclusions (2)

• Overall. The Dutch and EU systems operate
independently from each other without
adequate (organisational) attention for their
mutual interdependence.

• Overall II. Better interconnection of IA
methodologies and of carrying out IAs is a
precondition for successful European IAs.



4. Concluding Questions

• What role for the European Parliament?

• How to upgrade national IA systems?

• How to better connect national and
Commission (or EU) IA systems?



Thank you!

Arnout Mijs
amijs@clingendael.nl

@ArnoutMijs
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U.S. Constitutional Framework for Rulemaking

Legislative Branch: Congress
(U.S. Senate and House of

Representatives)
• U.S. Constitution vests “[a]ll legislative

Powers” in Congress.
• Any Member of Congress may introduce a

bill, but the vast majority of bills do not
become law.

• In complex areas requiring
implementation, legislation generally
delegates broad authority to executive
branch to develop regulations or otherwise
further elaborate on the statutory
requirements.

S i g n e d  b y
P r e s i d e n t

Judicial Branch:
Federal Courts

• Courts have authority
to consider claims by
affected members of
the public that statutes
are not consistent with
the Constitution and
claims that agency
regulations are not
consistent with statutes
or the procedures
required by the
Administrative
Procedure Act.

Judicial Branch:
Federal Courts

• Courts have authority
to consider claims by
affected members of
the public that statutes
are not consistent with
the Constitution and
claims that agency
regulations are not
consistent with statutes
or the procedures
required by the
Administrative
Procedure Act.

A g e n c y
R e g u l a t o r y

A c t i o n

Laws of Congress
delegate authority for

regulatory actions.Legislat
ion

Public may challenge final rules
in court, based on the
administrative record,

including public comments.

Congressional
Review Act,

possibility of override
(rare).

B i l l  o f
C o n g r e s s

Executive Branch: President and Agencies
• U.S. Constitution vests the “executive Power” in

the President and requires him to “take Care that
the Laws be faithfully executed.”

• President’s principal role in legislation is in signing
legislation into law or vetoing bills of which he
disapproves.

• President may sometimes recommend bills, but
only a Member of Congress can introduce
legislation, and Congress has complete discretion
concerning its legislative agenda.

Proposed
Rule

Public
Comments

Final Rule
Administrative

Procedure Act (APA)

Regulat
ion

Agencies
• Executive branch agencies execute and implement laws,

including by developing regulations/rules when
authorized or instructed to do so by statute.

• Agency regulations promulgated pursuant to procedures
required by the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946.

Executive Agency (E.g. EPA, NHTSA, FDA, DOE)
• Appointment: Agency Head chosen by president with

Senate approval
• Required to submit regulatory agenda and cost-benefit

analysis to OIRA.
Independent Agency (E.g. FCC, FTC, SEC)
• Commissioners appointed by President with Senate

approval,  on a party basis for staggered fixed terms.



Public may
challenge final
rules in court,
based on the
administrative
record,
including public
comments; also
possibility of
Congressional
review.

U.S. Executive Branch Regulatory Development:
Public Notice, Input Opportunities, and Government Accountability

Planning / Idea
Stage

Final
Executive

Action

Pre–Proposal  and
Internal Impact Analysis Proposed Rule and Development of Final Rule

Judicial
Branch:
Courts

Legislative
Branch:

Congress

Laws of
Congress

authorizing
regulatory

actions

Advance Notice
of Proposed
Rulemaking

(ANPRM,
optional)

PUBLIC NOTICE AND PARTICIPATION

Regulatory Plans
(1x per year)

Unified Regulatory
Agenda
(2x per year)

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM)–proposed rule, explanation
of text, and invitation of public
comment --Normally includes or is
accompanied by:
• Preamble (narrative of need for rule,

development of proposal to meet
need, and rationale for proposed
approach (e.g. level of stringency),
including a summary of the data,
research and other factual or
scientific basis for the proposal)

• Draft rule text and,
• RIA, if economically significant,

and/or other applicable analyses.

Publication of Final
Rule: Rule includes
agency explanations
and the rationale for
accepting/not
accepting
comments, including
on the RIA.  Final
version of RIA,
revised in response
to comments,
accompanies final
rule.

Agencies draft
proposed rule text
and assess impact
including through
Regulatory Impact

Analyses (RIA)
and/or other

applicable analyses

Meetings with stakeholders/public--format
varies. Official meetings open to public and
advance notice published in Federal Register,
including meeting with selected advisors
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA).

Agencies also use workshops, meetings,
webinars, etc. for early engagement, via own
websites and social media platforms.

Agencies draft final
rule text and impact

assessment

The final rule is based upon the
public record, which can include:
• ANPRM/NPRM
• Supporting materials
• Regulatory Impact

Assessments (RIA)
• Public comments
• Underlying studies
• Stakeholder meeting record
• Related Notices, if any

Stakeholder meeting
w/ Agency (“ex

parte” if after close of
comment period)

Co
m
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en

ts

Co
m

m
en

ts

Congress.g
ov

OIRA* inter-agency
review of draft

significant proposed
rule & RIA

Stakeholder
requested meeting

w/ OIRA

OIRA inter-agency
review of draft
significant final

rule & RIA

Stakeholder
requested meeting

w/ OIRA

RegInfo.gov RegInfo.gov

FederalRegister.gov
Regulations.gov

Legislative
Branch:

Congress

*Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
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Outline

• Back to the past
• Main challenges
• Political mandate
• New approach to regulatory planning
• Impact Assessment
• Early warning system: EU legislation



IA in Poland since accession negotiations: main objectives

• To implement EU law in the optimal way for domestic
economy and society

• To assist the preparation of the position papers,
identify areas where transitional periods will be
necessary

• To assess impact on budget
• To assist the business sector and other groups to

prepare for accession
• To streamline consultation process with social

partners



Main challenges

• Problem of excessive flow of legislation
• Limited information included in the Ministry

proposals of legislative bills
• High number of bills outside the legislative work plan
• To identify the means to fully root impact

assessment in the decision-making process



Political mandate

• Prime Minister Donald Tusk in the expose in
Nov 2011:

We will introduce in the Chancellery of the Prime
Minister a mechanism that will limit excessive

regulation. Only an unambiguously positive impact
assessment will allow to release government bills to
parliament. We will also work to achieve a minimum

balance between introducing new and removing
outdated regulations.



Legislative planning: new regime

• Rolling legislative planning
• Traffic light system for submissions to Government

Work Plan:
– Declining inconsequential proposals
– Regulatory Tests at the earliest possible moment
– After 1/2014 Regulatory Test mandatory for all

submissions



Programming Board Decisions in 2014

181 submissions to
Government Work Plan

Proposals declined

Request for
additional analyses

Proposals included
in the work plan

2%

23%

75%

Government Programming Board

• Ministry of Economy
• Ministry of Infrastructure and

Regional Development
• Ministry of Finance
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs
• Prime Minister’s representative





Results

• Between 2012-2013 fewer legislative acts were
passed by the parliament than during comparable
years of the IV-VIth legislative parliamentary periods

• Also the number of governmental proposals dropped
significantly



Early warning system for EU legislation: basic
objectives

To influence the shape of European legislation before the official
submittion of the proposal by the European Commission

To improve the participation of Polish public administration in
informal and formal discussion within the European lawmaking
process

To help to facilitate the process of EU law implementation



The functioning of the system

Basic principles of the system:

 Identification of the most important European
initiatives;

 Active involvement of Polish administration at the
earliest possible stage in the discussions

 The attempt to carry out a basic and an in-depth
analysis of the impacts;

Introduction– November
2012

The main participants:
 Line Ministries

 Ministry of Foreign Affairs

 Permanent Representation
of the Republic of Poland to
the European Union

 The Committee for European
Affairs



The functioning of the system

Line Ministries
 preparing a fiche
 consulting fiches prepared

by other line Ministries

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 coordination

Permanent Representation
of the Republic of Poland to
the European Union

cooperation

The Committee for
European Affairs
 Approving fiches

European
Commission’s
idea/ work plan



The functioning of the system - summary

2013
 Preparation of 15 Information Notes for European

initiatives announced in 2012 ;

2014

 Identification of 8 key initiatives under the Commission
Work Programm

 The review of the system and introducing changes in
order to increase its efficiency



The functioning of the system – key elements

Information Note (fiche)

 basic document in the process
 prepared by the lead ministry

for priority initiatives in
Commission’s Agenda

 gives basic information about
the initiative, Polish position,
steps needed to be taken

 Preliminary/ in-depth Impact
Assessment is included

Tight cooperation between
main participants

Monitoring and cyclic
evaluation of European
initiatives under system



The functioning of the system - achievements

Examples of the biggest achievements:
 Preventing the publication of the Commission’s initiative on cabotage;

 Changing the form of publication of the Commission’s initiative on exploration and
production of hydrocarbons from unconventional sources (including shale gas) from
directive to non-biding recommendation.



DEBATE


